INSPECTION TRIP PROGRAM
CHINA
Day 1
Arrival at the airport and transfer to your accommodation

Day 2






Sightseeing in Larnaca and the surrounding villages
Lunch
Viewing of K&P CHRISTOU DEVELOPERS properties
Coffee break in a bar near the sea.
Dinner

Day 3





Visit to our office and introduction to K&P Christou Developer services.
Visit selected properties and surrounding area.
Back to the office to see the architectural drawings and advice the client on interior design factors by our
interior designer.
Lunch

Day 4





Detailed walkthrough of the terms on the contract of sales
Meeting with legal consultants
Completion of the sales agreement
Lunch

Day 5
Free Day; You can visit the numerous beaches in Larnaca.
Finikoudes : Many cafes, restaurants and night clubs on this strip. The atmoshere is great, there is
something for all ages, young, old, and children will enjoy it! It’s the local populations favorite promenade!
Mackenzie:Mackenzie Beach is fast becoming the most trendy hotspot in Cyprus with, LIVE music gigs,
events and specialist DJ's.

Day 6
Transfer to the airport
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Costs and Conditions for the Inspection Trip
Invitation letter will be prepared and sent to the client in order to arrange his/her Visa to Cyprus.
K&P Christou Developers will arrange transfers to and from the airport and provide the meals listed in the
inspection trip program above free of charge.
You will initially pay for your accommodation and flight tickets, however the cost of your accommodation and
flight tickets will be returned per person (up to two persons) by K&P Christou Developers on signing of a
sales agreement with K&P Christou Developers during the inspection trip.
K&P Christou Developers will decide who will qualify for an inspection trip and does not guarantee that all the
applications will be approved. Therefore we recommend that you await our approval before booking your
flight tickets.

Guidelines to K&P for an Inspection Trip with K&P Christou Developers
1. You have a genuine interest of acquiring property.
2. You have the liquid funds of at least 5,000 Euro in order to reserve a property if you find one that you
wish to purchase.
3. You are ready to and aware that you will follow the inspection trip program mentioned above.
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INSPECTION TRIP PROGRAM
MIDDLE EAST & EUROPE
Day 1


Arrival at the airport and transfer to your accommodation
· Sightseeing in Larnaca and the surrounding villages



Viewing of K&P CHRISTOU DEVELOPERS properties

Day 2
 Visit to our office and introduction to K&P Christou Developer services.
 Visit selected properties and surrounding area.
 Back to the office to see the architectural drawings and advise the client on interior design factors by

our interior designer.

 Lunch

Day 3
 Detailed walkthrough of the terms on the contract of sales
 Meeting with legal consultants
 Completion of the sales agreement
 Lunch - Free ours; you can visit the numerous beaches in Larnaca.

Finikoudes -Many cafes, restaurants and night clubs on this strip. The atmoshere is great, there
is something for all ages, young, old, children will enjoy it! Its the local
populations favorite promenade!Mackenzie - Mackenzie Beach is fast becoming the most trendy
hotspot in Cyprus with, LIVE music gigs, events and specialist DJ's.

Day 4
 Transfer to the airport

* The program changes according to the flight ours.
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Costs and Conditions for the Inspection Trip
Invitation letter will be prepared and sent to the
client in order to arrange his/her Visa to Cyprus.
K&P Christou Developers will arrange transfers to and from the airport and provide the meals listed in
theinspection trip program above free of charge.
You will initially pay for your accommodation and flight tickets, however the cost of your accommodation and
flight tickets will
be returned per person (up to two persons) by K&P Christou Developers on signing of a sales agreement
with K&P Christou Developers during the inspection trip.
K&P Christou Developers will decide who will qualify for an inspection trip and does not guarantee that all the
applications will be approved. Therefore we recommend that you await our approval before booking your
flight tickets.

Guidelines to K&P for an Inspection Trip with K&P Christou Developers
1. You have a genuine interest of acquiring property.
2. You have the liquid funds of at least 5,000 Euro in order to reserve a
property if you find one that you wish to purchase.
3. You are ready to and aware that you will follow the inspection trip program mentioned above.
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